Abstract. While logging events is becoming increasingly common in computing, in communication and in collaborative work, log systems need to satisfy increasingly challenging (if not conflicting) requirements. Despite the growing pervasiveness of log systems, to date there is no high-level framework which allows one to model a log system and to check whether it meets the requirements it should satisfy. In this paper we propose a high-level framework for modeling log systems, and reasoning about them. This framework allows one to give a high-level representation of a log system an to check whether it satisfies given audit and privacy properties which in turn can be expressed in standard logic. In particular, the framework can be used for comparing and assessing log systems. We validate our proposal by formalizing a number of standard log properties and by using it to review a number of existing systems.
Introduction
In the past few years we have witnessed a struggle between two competing forces: privacy protection and fight against cyber-crime. Privacy protection has called for new regulations [14, 5] , new technological solutions [2, 4] and re-thinking of business interactions [8] . On the other hand, efforts in countering cyber-crime, have led to increasingly invasive laws [12] and new auditing and monitoring techniques [23, 3, 1] .
Such clash is most evident in the realm of auditing in general, and in the regulations on how logs should be taken, maintained and deleted in particular. A folklore pun well describes the problem as follows: if logs mention private information they are forbidden and if they do not -they are useless. For instance, an important privacy requirement for log systems is the compliance with the maximal retention period (the time after which a company has to delete user's data) which in some cases must be determined on a need basis [2, 4, 11 ] (e.g. service providers have to delete logged data when they do not need it any longer to offer their services). On the other hand, logs have to be kept for audit purpose or for computer forensics. This problem goes beyond privacy in databases: Internet Service Providers (ISPs) have similar regulations [10, 26] . A recent amendment to EU Directive N 2002/58/EC [12] requires service providers (i.e. ISPs, e-mail services, communication providers) to store their logs for not less than 6 months to help law enforcement agencies. Consequently, sensitive information about a user may be in the system after the user's own account has been deleted.
We notice that even though logs are ubiquitous in computing and telecommunication security and there is a significant amount of work on analyzing logs 1 , we find relatively few papers on design and analysis of log systems [27, 21, 13] and on what security properties a log system may or should exhibit [16] . This is somehow striking in comparison with the large body of work on security properties for e.g. security protocols or security models for access control.
In this paper we define a formal framework for modeling and analyzing log systems, which allows one to provide a high level specification of a log system, thereby allowing her to check whether it has the expected properties (e.g., if it meets given privacy or audit requirements). in particular, our framework can be used to compare different log systems with each other.
To validate our proposal, we include a survey of the requirements that are applicable to log systems, and we show how to represent them formally. In addition, we have considered a number of log systems taken from the literature and we show how they compare to each other when modeled in our framework.
Log Requirements
To be useful, logs often have to meet various requirements. Here we list the most common of them (collected from various papers in the literature: ISO17799 [15] , CC [16] , [6] ); later, we will be able to give a precise formalization of these properties. First we need to specify some notation: here we talk about (real world) events and call trace a sequence of events. In turn, a trace may be logged in a log; by recovering a trace we indicate the action of associating to a given log the trace(s) of event that could have generated it.
-Completeness: All events in a trace of events can be recovered from its log. -Partial Completeness: All events in a trace of events matching a given property (relevant events) can be recovered from its log. -Past Independence: In a trace, older events have no influence on the log and recovery of newer events. -Exactness: The recovery of a log of a trace is unambiguous: given a log there is a unique trace of events which could have generated it.
Events in a trace usually have attributes (e.g. date, user name, address); the following properties concern whether a given log system allows or not to recover a certain attributes. This is particularly important for privacy protection.
-Complete Anonymity (w.r.t. attribute A) : The recovery of an event does not give any information on the value of its attribute A. -Ambiguity (w.r.t. attribute A): The recovery of an event does not allow one to establish the value of its attribute A. -Linkability (w.r.t. attribute A): It is possible to determine whether two recovered events had the same value for attribute A (notice that the system could still be ambiguous w.r.t. A). -Positive/Negative Monotonicity: Newer events do not introduce/reduce anonymity in older events.
An example of a log system which is not past independent is e.g. Linux, which records a user's name together with the assigned pseudonym (note that in Linux pseudonyms are used for convenience, and not to preserve users' privacy). An example of a system which does not satisfy future independence is one in which log entries are destroyed after a given retention time. Positive monotonicity is important when we do not want to lose information we logged. Negative monotonicity is important from the privacy perspective.
A formal model of logs
To introduce our framework we start by providing the definition of the world model, which is the environment where logging takes place. Here and in the sequel, given a set X we denote by 2 X its powerset and by X * the set of sequences of elements from X.
Definition 1.
A World Model is a tuple E, T, AD, {AF i } i∈I ; where: E is a set of real world events; T ⊆ 2 E * is a set of valid traces; AD is a general attribute domain which includes all possible dimensions (e.g. strings, real, data, etc.); {AF i } i∈I is a set of attribute functions, which given a sequence of events return the corresponding sequence of attribute values:
user(), date()).
Now we can define a log system which records events from the world model. Definition 2. Let WM= E, T, AD, {AF i } i∈I be a world model, then a Log System for WM is a tuple R, L, Log(), Rec() ; where: R is a set of records; L ⊆ 2 R * is a set of valid logs in the system. Log: E * → R * is the function mapping a trace of events into a log. Rec: R * → 2 E * is the function which given a log returns the set of traces with the log.
In other words, the recovery function Rec() maps a log into the set of traces of events that could have originated the log. Considering that some information might be lost during the logging process (e.g., in the case of anonymous systems), it can well be the case that the Rec(l) contains more than one trace. We denote events by e and records by r. A trace is represented by t = e 1 , e 2 ...e n . Similarly, a log is denoted by l = r 1 , r 2 ...r n . In the sequel, x • x means that sequence x is appended to (after) sequence x preserving elements order.
Example. Let us describe a log system using pseudonyms (as in [17] ). Consider a hospital-based database containing medical and personal data of patients. The hospital keeps track of all accesses to the database both to prevent data linkage (privacy) and for accountability purposes. To define the World Model, we introduce the following domains: Time is a set of positive integer values which denote time; Operator is a set of users (represented as a strings) who have access to patient data; Patient is a set of all possible patients of the hospital (represented as strings); Status is the set: {successful, failed} used to denote if an action was accomplished by the system or not. The general attribute-domain is AD=Time Operator Patient Status. Finally, attribute functions are defined and named according to as the domains above AF={Time(), Operator(), Patient(), Status(), Data()}. In the world model, there are six types of events (here, t ∈ T ime; o ∈ Operator; p ∈ P atient; s ∈ Status ):
o added the record of p to the system at time t; read(t,o,p,s) o read the record of p at time t; update(t,o,p,s) o updated the record of p at time t; delete(t,o,p,s) o deleted p from the system at time t}
Having defined the possible events, a valid trace is any ordered (in time) sequence of such events. T = {t ∈ E * | if ∀e i ∈ t ∧ ∀e j ∈ t . i < j =⇒ T ime(e i ) < T ime(e j )}. We can now move on to the definition of the log system. Let us first define some additional domains: Patient id is a set of all possible identifiers (strings) of all patients; Record id is a set of integers which unambiguously point at a log record. Note, that the P atient domain from the world model differs from P atient id, as the real names of patients are substituted with pseudonyms. We underline the identifier to refer to the pseudonym, so p is the pseudonym of patient p. We also underline the records to distinguish between records and events. The log system has four types of records (here,: j ∈ Record id; t ∈ T ime; o ∈ Operator; p ∈ P atient id; s ∈ Status;):
o added the record of p to the system at time t; read(j,t,o,p,s) o read record of p at time t; update(j,t,o,p,s) o changed record of p at time t; delete(j,t,o,p,s) o deleted p from the system at time t } Record identifiers (j ) are assigned incrementally. We can now define the Log() function: o, p, s) ; update(j, t, o, p, s) • Log(t ) if t = e • t and e = update(t, o, p, s); delete(j, t, o, p, s) • Log(t ) if t = e • t and e = delete(t, o, p, s); Log(t ) if t = e • t and none of the above applies; ε otherwise.
The mapping between a patient and his pseudonym is done with a special bind-ing table to which access is restricted. Notice that we assume that login and logoff events are not logged. To define the recovery function, let M be the set of bijective mappings P atient id → P atient; given m ∈ M we define R m as follows:
(where R m (ε) = ε); then we can define the recovery function: Rec(l) = {t| t = R m (l) for some m ∈ M }. Notice that the recovery function maps a log into a set of traces. Consider the following list of events: Login ( As one can see the log file itself (without knowledge of the bijection mapping) does not disclose any information about the patients of the hospital other than the fact that records 1 and 3 concern the same patient. If an operator who has no access to the private data tries to recover the log he obtains six possible traces: one for each pseudonym-user assignment.
Properties
The formal log system allows us to give a precise definition of the informal properties stated in Section 2, this will provide us with a basis for assessing and comparing different log systems. Having a formal definition of these properties is very important to make them precise, which is a less trivial task than it may seem at first. For instance, even a simple property such as Completeness may be defined in different ways; in particular, if we allow new events to cause the deletion of past records (which is usual in the real world) the definition changes. Let WM= E, T, AD, {AF i } i∈I be a world model, and R, L, Log(), Rec() be a log system for WM: Definition 3 (Properties).
-Trace Completeness: ∀t ∈ T t ∈ Rec(Log(t)).
-Partial Trace Completeness (w.r.t. a property P . Here we simply indicate by P (t) the subsequence of t consisting of all and only events satisfying property P ). ∀t ∈ T . P (t) ∈ Rec(Log(t)). (Log(t 1 • t) ). -Context Independence: conjunction of future and past independence.
-Exactness: ∀t ∈ T {t} = Rec(Log(t))
To express most privacy-related properties we need to be able to make the correspondence between single events and single log entries. In particular, if e is an event in a trace t and t ∈ Rec(Log(t)) we have to be able to tell which event in t corresponds to the original e. We denote this event by t ↓ e. In most cases, the correspondence function ↓ is realized quite simply by assigning consecutive numbers to events and log entries.
Definition 4 (Privacy Properties).
Let AF be an attribute function.
-Complete Anonymity (w.r.t. AF ): ∀t ∈ T ∀t ∈ Rec(Log(t)) ∀e 1 , e 2 ∈ t , AF (e 1 ) = AF (e 2 ). -Ambiguity (w.r.t. AF ): ∀t ∈ T ∀e ∈ t |AF (Rec(Log(t)) ↓ e)| > 1.
Consider again the system shown in the Section 3. The system is not complete since exist events (e.g., t =Login(t,o,s)) that are not logged corresponding logs; it is partially complete w.r.t. the property P which is true for all events except for login and logoff. The system in our example is context independent because the recovery of a record does not depend on other records; it is not chained since changes in the log are not noticeable by the system since by definition of L any sequence of records from R is valid; it is not exact because pseudonyms are mapped back (by the recovery function) to any person belonging to the set of patients; for the same reason, it is completely anonymous. Notice however that the system is still linkable: it allows us to see if two events pertain to the same patient (though the presence of the pseudonym does not allow to see which patient it is) as every user has only one identifier and visa versa. It is monotonic since it is context independent (see Theorem 1).
We can now relate some of these properties to each other. The proof of the following theorem is given in the Appendix. Theorem 1. 1. Every exact system is complete. 2. Every ambiguous system is not exact. 3. Every exact system is context independent. 4. Every exact system is (positively and negatively) monotonic. 5. Every future independent system is (positively and negatively) monotonic. 6. Every complete and anonymous system is ambiguous.
Examples. We now use the properties just defined to assess and compare some existing logging systems.
Pseudonyms based systems [17] [18] [19] . These systems use pseudonyms to hide user identities to regular log users while allowing special authorized parties (who have access to the pseudonymization function) carry out precise auditing, The basic idea is to substitute private information with an arbitrary string (the pseudonym). The correspondence between pseudonyms and user identifiers is stored in some binding database with restricted access (here we should mention that even the use of pseudonyms does not guarantee complete protection from the use of statistical methods to reconstruct the behavior of user [9, 19] ).
Linux logs. Sometimes pseudonyms are used for convenience rather than for privacy reasons. The Linux log system is an example of such pseudonymization ante-literam: here, user identities are partially hidden using group and user identifiers which can be considered as pseudonyms (e.g. user "grayyoga" has pseudonym 1001:100). The binding between user and her pseudonym is stored in the /etc/passwd file. Still, all kernel audit information contains no references to the username but only to the user id 3 . On the other hand, when a new user is added in the system his identity and pseudonym are stored in a log file. This means that even if access to the /etc/passwd file is denied it is possible to recover a user identity by consulting the log file.
Buschkes-Kesdogan system [7] . Buschkes and Kesdogan proposes a log system which uses group pseudonyms (e.g. for access right management). Before logging into a server a user receives from a Trusted Third Party (TTP) a credential containing a Group Reference Pseudonym (GRP). When she connects to the server, she reveals her credential and the server authenticates the user as a member of a group according to the GRP. The main peculiarity of the log system is that a pseudonym id corresponds to a set of user identifiers.
IDA system [24] . The IDA log system uses a pseudonyms as well, but instead of substituting the private information with a pseudonym the data is encrypted. The main advantage of the system is that for re-identification of logs no binding database is required: the information needed for full recovery is a decryption key.
Waters et al. [27] . Our last example is to the system of Waters et al., where log entries encrypted as a whole. This solution eliminates the need to store the correspondence between users and their pseudonyms. The disadvantage of this approach is that -in general -searching in encrypted logs is difficult. To overcome this problem the system stores keywords of each log entry which in turn are encrypted with a unique key. This allows the system to carry out limited search actions while offering good data protection. The authors also use a hash function to preserve the order and integrity of the log.
Finally, we can compare these systems in terms of some of the properties we have defined above.
Context Independence
Complete Anonymity Ambiguity Monotonicity Linkability Exactness
Conclusion and Related Works
In this paper we propose an abstract framework for formalizing and reasoning about log systems. Our framework allows one to model a concrete log system and to check whether it satisfies certain properties; in particular it allows one to check whether the system meets the various requirements such as the one we have collected from the literature [6, 16, 24, 7] . The practical motivation for realizing this framework is given by the need compare and assess precisely different log systems against the properties they have to satisfy, which in our system can be expressed in a precise way using a simple logic formalism. To validate our framework, we have encoded in it a number of different systems ( [17, 7, 24, 27] ). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first framework of this kind.
Related works There are a few works focusing on audit log properties. Billable and Yee in [6] introduce forward integrity property and propose a system enforcing it. The well-known Common Criteria security standard [16] reports some requirements which we have referred to as properties. The audit requirements specify what should be stored in the logs and how to use the logs collected.
Most log formalizations have been developed for monitoring purposes [22, 20, 25] . Roger and Goubauld-Larrecq [22] investigate linear time logic for log auditing and propose another logic consisting of Wolper-style linear-time formulae which make auditing more efficient. Spanoudakis et al. [25] propose a formal description of compliance checking for web-service based systems. MansouriSamani and Sloman [20] present GEM (generalized event monitoring language) which is used for monitoring networks and distributed systems. B. Waters et al. [27] provide a formal description of a searchable temper-resistant log model.
